
5 GREAT
BENEFITS OF
MOVEMENT
MEDITATION

S m e a r  T h e  F e a r  p r e s e n t s

Your body and your mind will thank you 

IMPROVES
HEART HEALTH

Reduces blood pressure
and strain on the heart

It's no secret that movement is heart
healthy. When you add the tool of

meditation..you now have movement with
an intention to bring greater peace, feel
answers and lessen stress. You're heart

will thank you by having greater
coherence and rythym. 

And Really...who doesn't want more
rythym?

HELPS CONTROL
PAIN

Lessens the perception of
pain in the brain

Perception is a state of mind and pain is
one of those perceptions that can
increase when stress is elevated.  

 Meditation in its various forms, are
scientifically proven to lessen stress and

therefore lessen the perceived intensity of
pain in the brain. Breathing into the pain

allows it to relax and experience a
ruduced sensation of the pain. 

ENHANCES SELF-

AWARENESS

Brings you back to here
and now - out of your story

Movement meditation allows you to feel
your body at work, get behind the guards

of your mind  (aka: your ego) and find
answers easily, gently, and in many

cases...quickly.  Being in greater
connection with You allows you to
practice honoring You...physically,
mentally, emotionally, spiritually.

YOU CAN
MEDITATE
ANYWHERE

No special equipment 

How powerful is it to know you can
participate in meditation Anywhere?!

You can do it in your car, on a boat, on a
trail, on a bike, in your bed,  standing on

your head, and so much more. 
These modalities are perfect for Focused

Attention Meditation -which concentrates
on a single focus and clearing the mind.

They are also perfect for Open Monitoring
Meditation - which broadens your

awareness to environment, sense of self
and train of thought.

INCREASES
IMMUNITY

Sends Oxygen deep into
the body

One simple and organic way to heal a
body is to send greater amounts of
oxygen to it's muscles and organs. 

 Meditative breathing is a beautiful tool.
Adding movement can be the cherry on
top, as you feed deeply the muscles and

organs yummy, healing oxygen.
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